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Located just south of the 37th parallel we find the small town of Dulce NM. It is an isolated area, haunted by a
myriad of strange events which may be connected to a secret military base deep below the desert.
SOL-WAR - Sons of Light - Warriors Alien Resistance
Grey aliens, also referred to as Zeta Reticulans, Roswell Greys, or Grays, are purported extraterrestrial
beings whose existence is discussed in ufological, paranormal, and New Age communities and who are
named for their unique skin color.
Grey alien - Wikipedia
Dr Paul Bennewitz is an electronics specialist who in the late 1979 began to film, photograph, and
electronically intercept what appeared to be extensive UFO/ET activity and communications over the
Manzano mountain range near Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Dulce Report - Exopolitics
The CIA Disclosure is finally available in Genesis for the Space Race available on Amazon and at
www.timestreampictures.com. If you want to know who John B. Leith was, read The Man with the Golden
Sword.
Home - Welcome Truthseeker
ET Races. Main Activities. Resulting Global Problems â€˜Short Graysâ€™ (Zeta Reticulum & Orion)
Abducting civilians, genetic experiments, mind programming, monitoring humans through implants, cloning
and creation of human-Gray hybrids.
ET Motivations - Exopolitics
7 November There are conflicts with other data. Rick Doty who witnessed the EBE-2 interview (EfB book)
says Zeta 1 had 11 planets. That Zeta 2 was well beyond the orbit of the 11th planet.
Serpo.org - The Zeta Reticuli Exchange Program - Comments
Anonymous' information provided on his thoughts and the reaction of the Coast To Coast AM show on
Project Serpo and a number of responses to reader questions.
Serpo.org - The Zeta Reticuli Exchange Program (Release 19)
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INTRODUCTION. In Jan. '96, I bound the first copies of The Illuminati Formula Used to Create Undetectable
Total Mind-Controlled Slave. Hundreds of people in the United States and other countries were reading this
book, and were expressing their appreciation and praise for the work.
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